Your name_______________________________

Brains Minds and Computers
December 14, 2004
FINAL PRESENTATIONS -- REACTIONS AND EVALUATION

Name of presenter_________________________

Part I - Reactions

1. Briefly state the issue being addressed by the presenter

2. Briefly describe the approach being proposed for a "future R/D project"

3. Briefly summarize your suggestions for improving or extending this approach

Part II - Evaluation

1. On a scale of 0 to 5, rate the presentation style and briefly justify that rating
   (state strengths and weaknesses) below Rating ________

2. On a scale of 0 to 5, rate the presentation contents and briefly justify that rating
   (state strengths and weaknesses) below Rating ________

3. On a scale of 0 to 10, rounded to the nearest integer, give your total rating:

   Total Rating = ________